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On-the-Fly Bridge Profile Sensor Provides
Data for Overheight Permitting
RESULTS: AHMCT researchers are developing a prototype system for on-the-fly bridge profile
sensing. The vehicle-based sensing system uses a scanning laser to measures range and
reflected power from the bridge and the roadway. The moving operation will require only a
shadow vehicle. The laser data is analyzed by custom software to determine bridge height
measurements, as well as lane widths and other horizontal dimensions. The software includes
a user-interface for interactive fine-tuning of the results. These dimensions can then be used to
update a two-dimensional profile of the bridge and the corresponding databases in support of
overheight vehicle permitting.
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Why We Are Pursuing This Research
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Accurate bridge-height clearance information for
overheight route planning is critically important to the
nation’s economy. Collecting this data can be
dangerous or can cause congestion. The current
system allows on-the-fly sensing of two-dimensional
bridge profiles from a moving vehicle, and subsequent
data analysis and extraction to support maintaining
these vital database and permitting systems.
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What We Are Doing
AHMCT researchers are developing an architecture
and prototype system to determine bridge structure
two-dimensional profiles for use in overheight
permitting and routing. The system is based on a
vehicle-mounted scanning laser range-finder. Reflected
range and power measurements support postprocessing by custom software to identify key features,
and allow estimation of bridge height over each lane
stripe, as well as horizontal clearance information
including lane and road widths. The sensing can be
done as a rolling operation requiring only a shadow
vehicle. The structure and roadway elements are
sensed entirely from within the moving vehicle, so that
workers are not exposed to high-speed traffic.
The scanning laser (shown in Fig. 1), with no vehicle
motion, provides a two-dimensional slice of range and
reflected power. The vehicle provides the forward
motion, resulting in a helical scan of the bridge
structure. The collected data provides a detailed 3-D
world model of the bridge underdeck and the
surrounding roadway. A digital still camera acquires a
coordinated image of the overall bridge profile for future
identification and verification purposes. The entire
sensing operation is coordinated with the vehicle
speed, and acquisition can be manually triggered by
the operator, or coordinated with GPS/GIS.
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Figure 1 – Bridge Profile Sensing Hardware

Custom software post-processes the collected data,
and identifies key features. The process begins with a
variety of filtering operations to reduce noise while
exploiting known properties of bridges and roadways.
The helical scan data is converted into Cartesian
coordinates, yielding a full 3-D point model of the
bridge underdeck and surrounding roadway. This
model can later be used for visualization and other
applications, in addition to the profiling operation. The
program identifies key lane boundaries and road edges
and curbs—critical of course for horizontal dimensions,
but also essential as federal standards mandate that
bridge heights shall be measured above lane
boundaries. From these identified features, the
software then estimates the clearance heights above
each lane stripe, and also provides the horizontal
dimensions for lane widths, distance to curbs, distance
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to bents, etc. This information gives a full twodimensional profile of the bridge.

Figure 2 – Scanning Laser Range Finder for Profile Sensing

The software also allows for interactive operation so
that human perception, experience, and intelligence
can improve the overall results. The interface helps the
analyst to iterate on feature identification and
measurement operations until the results reflect the
best combination of automatic sensing and processing
mixed with human strengths.

Figure 4 – Automatically Identified Lane Stripes and their
Projection up to the Bridge

Current Status
The prototype system will be in active development
through early 2005. Initial proof-of-concept testing has
been completed, and the final hardware prototype is in
development. The device interface software is in place,
and much of the post-processing software is complete.
Detailed testing of the full prototype will occur over the
summer of 2004, including refinements of the software
user interface. Based on current results, this on-the-fly
bridge profile measurement system, combined with the
user interface to support interactive feature
identification and measurement validation, holds great
promise for enhancing the accuracy, safety and
efficiency, and could strongly benefit overheight
permitting and routing operations.
Figure 3 – Sample Bridge Scan Data before Processing

The results of the automatic and human interactive
feature and dimension identification are then output in a
standard format based on current DOT practices. For
example, the results can be output in a standard twodimensional profile drawing, matching the output
provided by current structural inspections. As such, the
format is well-matched with current practices, and will
require no organizational changes or re-training.
However, as the data is available digitally, it is feasible
to support other output modes, as well as direct
computer interaction with other systems. With full
confidence in the system and human interaction at the
stage of feature identification and dimension extraction,
it is conceivable to provide automatic update of the
relevant databases.
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